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Competition between co-existing electronic phases in first-order phase transitions can lead to a sharp 

change in the resistivity as the material is subjected to small variations in the driving parameter, e.g., 

the temperature. One example of this phenomenon is the metal-insulator transition (MIT) in perovskite 

rare-earth nickelates. In such systems, reducing the transport measurement area to dimensions 

comparable to the domain size of insulating and metallic phases around the MIT should strongly 

influence the shape of the resistance-temperature curve. Here, we measure the temperature dependence 

of the local resistance and the nanoscale domain distribution of NdNiO3 areas between Au contacts 

gapped by 260 down to 40 nm. We find that a sharp resistance drop appears below the bulk MIT 

temperature at ~105 K, with an amplitude inversely scaling with the nanogap width. By using X-ray 

photoemission electron microscopy, we directly correlate the resistance drop with the emergence and 

coalescence of individual metallic domains at the nanogap. Our observation provides a direct insight 

into percolation at the MIT of rare-earth nickelates.  
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Percolative electronic transport naturally occurs in heterogeneous media but can also arise in 

disordered systems or as a result of electronic phase separation in strongly correlated materials1,2. The 

electronic phase separation typically occurs in systems displaying a first-order metal-insulator 

transition (MIT)3, as in several classes of transition metal oxides (VO2,
4-10 V2O3

11 or perovskite rare-

earth nickelates12). 

Recently, with an abundant availability of fabrication, lithography and spectroscopy techniques at 

length scales of nanometers, the MIT behavior of transition metal oxides have been intensively 

investigated13. In the work of Sharoni et al.14, multiple resistance drops or jumps within the resistance-

temperature (R-T) curve were observed in VO2 nanodevices. The maximal resistance jump size was 

herein found to scale inversely with device length with so-called avalanche events following a 

stochastic power law dependence. Another vanadium oxide compound, V2O3, was studied by Wang et 

al.15 who found a similar first-order percolation driven MIT in patterned nanodevices. In nanogaps of 

the phase-separated ferromagnet (La, Pr, Ca)MnO3, G. Singh-Bhalla et al.16 observed multiple step-

like changes of resistance and proposed the presence of possible intrinsic tunnel barriers based on a 

magnetic-field effect. Kumar et al.17 reported a stochastic resistance switching process between two 

coplanar electrodes deposited on a polycrystalline NdNiO3 (NNO) pellet. 

Although the previous studies have suggested that the step-like resistance changes could originate 

from domain distribution based on the R-T characteristic, the direct correlation between domain 

distribution and resistance change still remains elusive, particularly, in perovskite rare-earth nickelates. 

Here, we have analyzed the device-size-dependent R-T curves of NNO nanogaps and then measured 

their domain evolution by utilizing an X-ray photoemission electron microscope (X-PEEM), thereby 

correlating the microscopic domain percolation with the macroscopic resistance change. 

NNO belongs to perovskite rare-earth nickelates, a family of materials displaying a phase diagram 

where the MIT temperature can be tuned by the size of a rare-earth cation18. The MIT of NNO is first 

order and accordingly, the material shows a phase separation between a metallic/paramagnetic phase 

and an insulating/antiferromagnetic phase19,20; the nucleation size of metallic domains inside an 

insulating matrix domains has been observed to be ~100-300 nm upon warming up across the MIT 

transition of NNO20. Therefore, when the size of NNO nanogaps becomes comparable to the nucleation 

size of NNO metallic domains, the R-T curve is expected to differ significantly from the bulk one due 

to the appearance of discernible resistance drops. 
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Figure 1. (a) An atomic force microscopy image of an as-grown NNO film. The scale bar represents 

1 m. (b) The RHEED intensity and pattern during the growth of film. (c) The resistivity of  

unpatterned NNO film as a function of temperature. 

 

Figure 2. (a) Optical microscopy image of a NNO nanogap device. (b) AFM zoom in of the nanogap 

area within the white box shown in (a) where the distance between the two Au electrodes (d) is 80 nm. 

The scale bar represents 100 nm. (c-j) A series of R2pt-T curves with d = 40 - 260 nm. 

Figure 1(a) shows an atomically flat surface of the NNO film. For all devices studied, the films 
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are 10 unit cells thick, as determined by monitoring the intensity oscillations of the specular spot in 

RHEED pattern, cf (IRHEED) displayed in Fig. 1(b). The streak lines in the RHEED pattern confirm the 

two-dimensional nature of the film surface after the growth. The bare NNO film clearly undergoes a 

first-order MIT characterized by four orders of magnitude change in its resistivity [Fig. 1(c)], which 

confirms the high quality of the film20. 

An optical microscopy image of a NNO nanogap device is shown in Fig. 2(a). Since the Au 

electrodes are constricted in the center of the nanogap, the measured resistance of the nanogaps mostly 

originates from the area between the electrodes [see the AFM image in Fig. 2(b)], where the width and 

length of this area is defined as d (nm) and 2d (nm), respectively. A series of R2pt-T curves (here, R2pt 

stands for the two-point resistance) from the nanogaps are obtained for d ranging between 40 - 260 

nm, as shown in Figs. 2(c-j). All curves contain multiple R drops or jumps below the MIT temperature 

except the device for d = 260 nm that mimics the macroscopic behavior of NNO. In order to capture 

the delicate relation between d and domain evolution, we have performed two types of analysis. First, 

the two-exponent phenomenological percolation model21 is applied by fitting both the insulating- and 

metallic-phase (I- and M-phase, respectively) regime of R2pt-T heating curves with the equations from 

the Mott variable range hopping model and the non-Fermi liquid model, respectively, cf. below [also 

see the fit result in Fig. 3(a)]: 

1/4

I-phase 0 1 1 2 2( ) exp( / ) exp( / )G T G G E T G E T        (1) 

M-phase 1 2( )G T A A T         (2) 

where I-phaseG  and M-phaseG correspond to the conductance of I-phase and M-phase, and 0,1,2G , 1,2E  

and 1,2A  are fitting parameters. With the two fit curves obtained, the volume fraction of I-phase, i.e., 

FI-phase, as a function of T [Fig. 3(b)] can be calculated by using the Bruggeman symmetric media 

equation22: 

M-phase full I-phase full

I-phase

M-phase I-phase full

( ){ ( 1) }
( )

( )

G G G D G
F T

G G DG

  



    (3) 

where fullG   corresponds to the full heating curve obtained from the experiment, and D is the 

dimension of our system set to be 2. This two-dimensional approximation seems reasonable since the 

film thickness is only ~4 nm23 and the size of M-phase domains is about two orders of magnitude 

higher19,20. In Fig. 3(c), the maximum amplitude of FI-phase drops, i.e., (FI-phaseFI-phase)max is extracted 
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from each R2pt-T heating curve of Figs. 2(c-j), which shows that the shorter the distance between the 

electrodes becomes, the larger the FI-phase drops are observed. The second analysis exhibits the same 

trend by comparing the maximum R drop, i.e., (R/R)max, with electrode gap d as shown in Fig. 3(d),. 

Only two devices with d = 140 and 150 nm slightly deviate from this trend. This may arise from the 

local variation of the M-phase nucleation size in these two particular nanogaps. 

 

Figure 3. (a) The fit curves of I-phase and M-phase regime in the heating curve of the d = 80 nm case. 

(b) The extracted fraction of I-phase (FI-phase) from the fit curves in (a). The nanogap-size-dependent 

(c) FI-phase and (d) R drops. 

In order to tackle the question of whether the domain percolation inferred from the above analyses 

can be directly correlated with the actual domain distribution in the NNO nanogaps, we collected X-

PEEM images from the nanogap of d = 80 nm at four different temperatures across the MIT. The 

images were obtained at two different energies of the Ni L3 edge, where the two energies show the 

largest change when we plot the difference between X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of I-phase (80 K) 

and M-phase (130 K): 851.6 eV (Ia) and 852.9 eV (Ib) [also see Refs. 19 and 20 for the typical shape 

of the low temperature XAS on NNO]. In addition, since the number of photoelectrons escaping from 

the nanogap was ~40% less compared with that from the outside region (probably due to a shadowing 

effect), the normalized intensity ratio between the two selected energies (Ia/Ib) of each pixel is obtained 

by removing the intensity offset between the nanogap and the surrounding region and then normalizing 

the Ia/Ib difference between I-phase and M-phase. The normalized full view images are displayed in 

Figs. 4(a-d) while Fig. 4(e) corresponds to zoomed-in view of Fig. 4(b) around the region of interest. 
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Since the M-phase has a relatively higher Ia compared to the case of the I-phase, the green and yellow 

pixels between two electrodes correspond to the domain nucleation and evolution of the M-phase. 

Accordingly, the blue pixels indicate the I-phase. Far below the MIT temperature [see Fig. 4(a)] the I-

phase domains dominate most of the studied area, which matches well with the insulating R2pt-T 

behavior at the same temperature in Fig. 3(a). As shown in Fig. 4(b), the nucleation and growth of the 

M-phase domains are observed at 100 K. More importantly, Fig. 4(e) shows that the very first metallic 

percolation occurs at the nanogap and this result can be related to the starting point of R drops in the 

R2pt-T heating curve at ~105 K. Figs. 4(c) and (d) show that most of the area in the view becomes 

metallic after 110 K although the volume fraction of the M-phase still increases between 110 K and 

120 K, which may correspond to the beginning of the bulk-like R decrease at ~125 K in the R2pt-T 

curve. 

 

Figure 4. (a-d) The X-PEEM images showing the contrast of normalized Ia/Ib at four different 

temperatures, i.e., 57, 100, 110 and 120 K. The scale bar in (a) represents 200 nm. (e) The zoomed-in 

image of the black-dashed box in (b). The red-dashed box indicates the first metallic percolation in 

between two Au electrodes. The scale bar represents in (e) 100 nm. 

In summary, we have directly correlated the R drops appearing at the MIT of NNO nanogaps with 

the domain percolation behavior by combining electronic transport measurement and X-PEEM. The 

comparative analysis between the R2pt-T curve and the X-PEEM images clearly illustrates that the 

observed R drops below the MIT temperature in the electronic transport measurement of NNO 

originates from the percolating behavior of the M-phase domains at the nanogaps. Based on our 
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observations, future studies such as visualizing a current-injection-driven or light-pulse-induced 

domain switching24 processes in NNO nanogaps will extend our knowledge on the first-order MIT and 

phase separation. More generally, our finding offers a deeper understanding on the electronic transport 

in the nanodevices of first-order MIT materials where the domain nucleation is comparable to the size 

of the devices. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

10-unit-cell-thick NNO films were epitaxially grown by using pulsed laser deposition and 

monitored with reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) during the growth of the films. 

The detailed growth conditions can be found in previous references20,25. Following the NNO film 

deposition, a PMMA A6 resist soft-mask was prepared with e-beam lithography. To ensure good 

electrical contact between the Au electrodes and the NNO film, the NNO surface was cleaned by in-

situ oxygen plasma exposure prior to dc magneton sputtering of 25-nm-thick Au at room temperature. 

Subsequently, the residual Au film was removed by lift-off leaving an area between two coplanar Au 

electrodes of varying size, i.e., d  2d nm2. The R-T curves of the prepared NNO nanogaps were 

obtained by the current pulse measurement in the resistivity module of a Quantum Design Dynacool. 

The van der Pauw geometry was used to obtain the resistivity () of the bare NNO films before 

fabrication of the NNO nanogaps. The two-point resistance of the NNO nanogaps was performed with 

a temperature sweeping rate of 2 K/min. In order to image the local distribution of metallic (M-phase) 

or insulating (I-phase) domains around the NNO nanogaps, the spatially-resolved and temperature-

dependent X-PEEM was performed at the UE49 PGM beamline of the BESSY II in the Helmholtz-

Zentrum Berlin26, 27.  
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